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(R3) 15:10 NEWMARKET, 1m 2f 

bbag-sales.de Handicap (Class 2) (3YO plus) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (1) 8235-76 RED LABEL (IRE) 105 
b c Dubawi - Born Something

4 10 - 0p Gabriele Malune (5)
M Botti

99

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white epaulets, white cap
Timeform says: Wasn't beaten far in Italian group races towards the end of last year, fairly
treated on those efforts, but he went backwards from a positive reappearance.
(Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

2 (3) 0390-17 RESTORER 75 D BF 
gr g Mastercraftsman - Moon Empress

6 10 - 0 M Dwyer
Ian Williams

99

Jockey Colours: Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap
Timeform says: Successful on return/yard debut at Chester (10f) in May. Seventh of 11 in
handicap (4/1) at Redcar (10f, good) 68 days ago, unable to sustain effort. Others more
persuasive.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

3 (8) 81041-4 AWAKE MY SOUL (IRE) 114 D 
ch g Teofilo - Field of Hope

9 9 - 7 T P Queally
T P Tate

92

Jockey Colours: Red, black collar and cuffs, old gold cap
Timeform says: Signed off last season on a winning note at Redcar and shaped as if
retaining ability on his reappearance in April. Slight concern that he's been off since,
however.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

4 (4) 41112 KAANOON 14 BF 
b c Bated Breath - Going For Gold

3 9 - 5 Andrea Atzeni
R Varian

98

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black epaulets
Timeform says: Fast-improving colt who found only one too good in his bid for the 4-timer
over C&D a fortnight ago while shaping as if more of an emphasis on stamina would bring out
even more. Well respected.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

5 (6) 212-685 ALTERNATIVE FACT 36 
b c Dalakhani - O Fourlunda

3 9 - 4 L Dettori
E A L Dunlop

97

Jockey Colours: Grey, pink armlets, pink cap
Timeform says: Lightly-raced 3-y-o who took a step forward when a never-nearer fifth at
Sandown last time, which serves to underline how harsh his opening mark was, a bit more
progress required here.  (Forecast 12.00)

Notes: 

6 (2) 5316 CALIBURN (IRE) 30 
b c Camelot - Enchanted Evening

3 9 - 1 Tom Marquand
Hugo Palmer

94

Jockey Colours: Light blue, light blue and black diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, black star
Timeform says: Improving colt who landed the odds at Haydock in June before having his
sights set a bit too high in the Bahrain Trophy last time, shaping well there with that in mind.
Can resume progress here.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

7 (5) 34-9111 DANCETERIA (FR) 21 CD 
b g Redoute's Choice - Bal De La Rose

3 9 - 0 Jason Watson (3)
D Menuisier

93

Jockey Colours: White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white striped sleeves
Timeform says: Upwardly mobile 3-y-o who improved another chunk to land the hat-trick
over C&D and, with a promising claimer taking 3 lb off, looks certain to put up a bold bid for
the four-timer.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 
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8 (7) 521421 DEREK DUVAL (USA) 37 C D 
b g Lope De Vega - Lady Raj

4 8 - 12ht P J McDonald
S C Williams

83

Jockey Colours: Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars
Timeform says: Likeable type who overcame a failure to fully settle when gaining his third
success of the season at Epsom last month and, following a small rise, can be expected to
remain competitive.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: DANCETERIA, Kaanoon and Caliburn all fit the profile of upwardly-mobile 3-y-
os getting plenty of weight from the bulk of their rivals, so the chances are that they'll come to the fore
here. They're hard to split, but the first named has shown he's at home on this track and has the
benefit of a confident claimer taking a further 3 lb off, so he gets the narrow vote.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: DANCETERIA (7) 
2: KAANOON (4) 
3: CALIBURN (6)


